Release Notes (6/2/2017)
New Features


New Data Entry Templates are available on the website



Batch Uploads for PIA data are live
o PIA data are imported weekly on Sunday evening at 10pm for
those PIAs with remote connections.
o Imports use the Next Sequence ID to quality control the import
process. This is a unique record number for each data string in the
raw data file. STReaMS uses this number to track which records
need to be imported and to identify gaps which could signify data
loss (likely due to a connection issue).
o Database Managers are emailed status reports each week after
the scheduled Uploads are complete. Connection issues are
reported to ensure connection problems are resolved quickly
before any data loss occurs.
o You can review the Upload Date and Data Date (date of the last
record processed during the latest import) for any PIA.



A new page to Manage PIA Uploads is available in the footer

o Each Upload is tracked in the database, similar to Rare Fish and
Stocked Fish Uploads. All PIA Uploads are listed with the option to
click Details for more information.

o Details show new records imported to STReaMS during an
Upload. New records (Tags, Individuals, and/or Encounters) are
linked to the Upload based on the Upload ID. You can also see the
status of any PIA Upload run by you on the My Profile page. Only
Database Managers can run Uploads outside of the weekly
update cycle.

o PIA Status provides a quick review of the overall upload status of
each PIA, detailing important attributes like the Upload Date,
Data Date, and the Next Sequence ID number. Database
Managers can edit the Next Sequence ID which may be necessary
when equipment malfunctions or resets.

o There is an option to Update Now, if you need data before the
weekly scheduled import. You can update one or more PIAs at a
time, but each will run as a separate Upload. A pop up will display
the number of new records imported during your Upload and any
possible errors or warnings. An Upload email with the same
information will be sent. Only Database Managers can run
Uploads outside of the weekly update cycle.
o Rejected records can be fixed and resubmitted, or deleted from
the system if they are unfixable. Raw data source files are
viewable to help Database Managers fix rejected Data Strings.
Raw data files are available to all Users for viewing or
downloading, but only Database Managers can Resubmit or
Delete rejected records.



Filter record limit increased for Tags and IDs ‐ You can now search on up
to 10,000 Tag Codes or IDs at a time on both the Browse Fish and Browse
Encounters pages. Wildcard (i.e. partial tag code) searches only work up
to the first 100 Tags. If your list exceeds 100 Tag Codes, the wild card
search no longer applies (i.e. only full Tag Codes will be reported in the
results). This limitation is necessary to boost performance for long tag
lists.



New filter on Encounters Page for Gear Type

Bug Fixes and Issues


The same grow out pond cannot be linked to the same Fish twice – The
system was allowing the same grow out pond to be linked to an
Individual an unlimited amount of times. This has been fixed so a specific
grow out pond can only be linked to an Individual once.



Encounter Details showed a new tag type of 400 khz when no tag was
deployed during the Encounter – This was a labelling issue on the web
page. New tag details are now displayed correctly with a ‐‐Select—
prompt if no new tag was deployed during an Encounter.



Disable Org edit under My Profile – As an extra security measure, we
removed the ability for Users to change their Organization in their profile
page. Once you are in the system, only Database Managers can change
your Organization.



Optimized related records query on Encounter and Fish pages ‐ The SQL
queries on both pages were optimized to select related records more
efficiently, resulting in a big performance boost.



Switched order of Save and Delete buttons on Individuals page – This
page had the order of the Save and Delete buttons reversed from the
rest of the website. This was adjusted to keep the entire website
consistent.



Fixed issue with dat files not opening in web browsers – The PIA raw
data files are stored as text files with a “.dat” file extension. Previously,
web browsers were not opening this file type and were reporting a “file
not found error”.

